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UPC: 639191992254 

ISBN: 978-3-86960-463-3 

RRP: USD 79.99 

Contents: 1 program CD, 1 manual (32 pages), 
USB video converter, RCA lead 

Format: 190 x 135 x 50 (mm), single flap, 
embossed 

Release: 30.08.10 

 

 
 

Rescue your Videotapes! 

Are your video tapes safe? Not really – there are plenty of threats to your valuable memories: 
low life expectancy (even if stored in optimum conditions), magnetic fields, loss of quality due 
to abrasion, chewed-up tape, and the end of production for VCRs could mean it's the end of 
the line for your recordings! 

Save your precious recordings from VHS cassettes and other tape formats with 
MAGIX Video easy** and the practical USB video converter in just a few clicks. 

 

► The only real all-around solution on the market: includes RCA lead 

► Simply plug the USB video converter into your PC and VCR 

► Launch MAGIX Video easy** and transfer your movies to DVD – it doesn't get any easier 
than this! 

 

Highlights: 
 

► NEW Faster results thanks to MAGIX Video easy**, optimized specifically for beginners 

► NEW Very clearly laid-out user interface with large buttons  

► Suitable for: VHS, Video 8, S-VHS, Hi8, Betamax or any other tape format 

► Complete solution including USB video converter and RCA lead connecting directly to the VCR 

► Improve the quality of old recordings (brightness, contrast, color, etc.) 

► Export to DVD, YouTube® and as files 

 

** Video easy Rescue Your Videotapes! edition 



 

 

 

 

What the press has to say! 

(excerpt)  

 

 

 

 

 

Note! The following awards only refer to the previous version MAGIX Rescue your Videotapes! Version 1.0. 

 

  

Videomaker Magazine, 01.01.09 

 

"Summary: Great package to save old and dying formats! 
Makes it easy, and it is fun too."; "Overall, MAGIX Rescue 
Your Videotapes! is a great all-around package for doing just 
that - saving old and dying formats. It's easy to use, quick to 
pick up and fun to work with. Videotape may be gone forever 
soon, and now is the time to save those memories." 

 

  

PC Live!, October 2008 (UK) 

 

„Rating: 5/5“; „Verdict: The best solution for VHS conversion 
we've seen“; „Laying VHS to rest once and for all“; „Rescue 
Your Videotapes is a great package with some helpful video 
tutorials to fill in the blanks. Easily the best option available 
right now“  

 

 

 

Computer active, issue 277 (UK) 

 

„Overall: 4/5"; "Good points: Good optimisation tools; modest 
system requirements; supports lots of video sources"; "Revive 
home videos on your PC”. 

 

  

PC Advisor, issue 159 (UK) 

 

„Build: 3/5“; „Features: 4/5“; „Value: 4/5“; „Overall: 4/5“; 
„Verdict: Rescue Your Videotapes provides everything you 
need to transfer your VHS, Betamax or Hi8 collection to DVD.“  
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